A new logistic regression model for early prediction of severity of acute pancreatitis using magnetic resonance imaging and Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II scoring systems
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Background: The aim of this study was to develop a new model constructed by logistic regression for the early prediction of the severity of acute pancreatitis (AP) using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) scoring system.

Methods: This retrospective study included 363 patients with AP. The severity of AP was evaluated by MRI and the APACHE II scoring system, and some subgroups of AP severity were constructed based on a combination of these two scoring systems. The length of stay and occurrence of organ dysfunction were used as clinical outcome indicators and were compared across the different subgroups. We combined the MRI and APACHE II scoring system to construct the regression equations and evaluated the diagnostic efficacy of these models.

Results: In the 363 patients, 144 (39.67%) had systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), 58 (15.98%) had organ failure, and 17 (4.68%) had severe AP. The AP subgroup with a high MRI score and a simultaneously high APACHE II score was more likely to develop SIRS and had a longer hospitalization. The model, which predicted the severity AP by combining extrapancreatic inflammation on magnetic resonance (EPIM) and APACHE II, was successful, with an area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) of 0.912, which was higher than that of any single parameter. Other models that predicted SIRS complications by combining MRI parameters and APACHE II scores were also successful (all P<0.05), and these models based on EPIM and APACHE II scores were superior to other models in predicting outcome.

Conclusions: The combination of MRI and clinical scoring systems to assess the severity of AP is feasible, and these models may help to develop personalized treatment and management.
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Introduction

Acute pancreatitis (AP) is a common inflammatory disorder of the pancreas with a growing incidence (1,2). The etiology and pathological changes of AP are complicated, and its course, clinical manifestations, and prognosis vary greatly. Approximately 20% of patients develop moderate or severe AP, and the mortality rates is very high, ranging from 20% to 40% (1,3). Therefore, the early diagnosis and evaluation of the severity of AP would support a personalized approach to its management.

Knowing when to perform imaging in AP remains unclear even though the careful evaluation of the application of diagnostic imaging in the course of AP is mandated. In terms of the economic costs associated with diagnostic imaging, early imaging examination may be not recommended for patients with typical clinical symptoms and laboratory presentation of AP (4). However, early imaging examination is usually used to diagnose suspected AP when the clinical presentation is unclear, discover the underlying cause of AP, diagnose complications, evaluate its severity, and guide management (5,6). It has been proven that early magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can facilitate the early prediction of organ failure and the severity of AP (7-9). MRI can provide more information than computed tomography (CT) and, without ionizing radiation, is relatively safe. MRI is better able to detect the mildest alteration of AP and can characterize the contents of mild extrapancreatic inflammatory effusion that may be overlooked on CT (7,10,11). There are several radiologic prognostic scoring systems used to evaluate the severity of AP on MRI. The magnetic resonance severity index (MRSI), modified MRSI (MMRSI), and extrapancreatic inflammation on magnetic resonance (EPIM) are all derived from CT (12,13) and can all clearly reveal the local context of AP.

Several clinically relevant scoring systems, which can reflect systemic complications to some extent, have good predictive capabilities for disease severity and mortality; these include the Bedside Index of Severity in Acute Pancreatitis (BISAP), Ranson’s Criteria for Pancreatitis Mortality, and the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) scoring system. Compared to the APACHE II scoring system, the Ranson score does not include the component of the Chronic Health Evaluation assessment; meanwhile, BISAP is convenient for quick evaluation but has lower sensitivity and specificity for predicting the disease severity of AP (14). Thus, the APACHE II is the most valuable scoring system for the early evaluation of AP severity (15,16).

However, despite the variety of scoring systems, no one tool works well for all forms of AP. Imaging scoring systems and clinical scoring system are not opposed to each other but are interrelated, and they have distinct advantages. Imaging scoring systems reflect the local conditions of AP patients, as clinical parameters apply to systemic conditions. It is not unusual to encounter some patients with a high imaging score that coincides with a low clinical score, potentially confusing clinicians and making it difficult for them to maintain overall control of the disease. At present, the most common approach is to use a single scoring system in research related to AP (16,17), and while some studies use a combined scoring system, they use mainly clinical and laboratory parameters (18). Only one paper exists regarding combining radiologic and clinical parameters to predict the severity of AP in its early stage. These authors of this paper drew upon CT-derived radiologic images and used a classification tree analysis (CTA) model that included both clinical and radiologic parameters. Their results showed that using a certain combination of these parameters could improve the efficiency of the early prediction of severe AP compared to using each parameter alone (19).

In our research, we used a MRI scoring system and a clinical scoring system, which could reflect systemic and local conditions. To our knowledge, no other study has focused on the early prediction of severe AP based on a regression model that incorporates both MRI and clinical parameters. Therefore, we aimed to develop a possible superior model for AP on the basis of clinical and MRI parameters and to evaluate its performance. We present the following article in accordance with the STROBE reporting checklist (available at https://qims.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/qims-22-158/rc).

Methods

Patients

The study was a retrospective study of AP patients who were admitted to the Affiliated Hospital of North Sichuan Medical College from March 2016 to December 2018. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). This retrospective study was approved by the institutional review board of our hospital (No. 2019 ER[A] 223), and individual consent for this retrospective analysis was waived.

The diagnosis of AP for this study was based on the
presence of two of the following three criteria: (I) acute upper abdominal pain; (II) an at least 3-fold elevation of serum levels of amylase or lipase; and/or (III) imaging findings characteristic of AP. The inclusion criteria for patients were the following: (I) hospitalization for AP; (II) experiencing a first episode of AP; and (III) undergoing an abdominal magnetic resonance (MR) examination within the first 3 days of hospitalization. Patients were excluded in following cases: (I) a documented history of chronic pancreatitis; (II) AP due to pancreatic carcinoma; (III) presence of retroperitoneal infection, neoplasia, or hemorrhagic diseases; (IV) presentation with comorbidities of chronic liver disease, hypoalbuminemia, or an underlying disease that may cause peritoneal effusion; and (V) a scan with poor image quality (Figure S1).

Medical records were reviewed. The clinical data of all patients were recorded, including age, sex, etiology, length of stay, occurrence of systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), occurrence of organ failure, and clinical severity of AP according to the modified Marshall scoring system as applied by two clinicians (who were blinded to the image data). All indicators at the worst value in the APACHE II scoring system were recorded objectively within 3 days, and some of the missing data were scored as normal.

**MRI techniques**

Our hospital routinely performs MRI for AP patients. The MRI techniques examined in this study were similar to those reported in a previously published paper linked to our hospital (20). All patients underwent an MRI on a 3.0-T system (MR750; General Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA). The sequences included the following: coronal and axial single-shot fast spin-echo T2-weighted imaging (SSFSE T2WI), axial fast recovery fast spin-echo T2-weighted imaging; fs, fat saturation; COR SSFSE T2WI, coronal single-shot fast spin-echo T2-weighted imaging; TR, repetition time; TE, echo time; FOV, field of view.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>TR (ms)</th>
<th>TE (ms)</th>
<th>Section thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Intersection gap (mm)</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>FOV (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AX 3D LAVA-flex</td>
<td>3.6–4.4</td>
<td>1.7–1.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>224×192</td>
<td>36×36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX FRFSE T2WI</td>
<td>4,500–6,000</td>
<td>90–120</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>320×256</td>
<td>34×34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX FRFSE fs-T2WI</td>
<td>2,500–3,000</td>
<td>90–110</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>384×384</td>
<td>34×34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COR SSFSE T2WI</td>
<td>4,500–6,000</td>
<td>90–120</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>384×256</td>
<td>36×36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX 3D LAVA C+*</td>
<td>3.6–4.4</td>
<td>1.7–1.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>224×192</td>
<td>36×35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dynamic enhanced imaging is indicated with *.* MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; AX 3D LAVA-flex, axial three-dimensional liver acquisitions with volume acceleration flexible; AX FRFSE T2WI, axial fast recovery fast spin-echo T2-weighted imaging; fs, fat saturation; COR SSFSE T2WI, coronal single-shot fast spin-echo T2-weighted imaging; TR, repetition time; TE, echo time; FOV, field of view.

The parameters of the above sequences are listed in Table 1. 3D LAVA dynamic enhancement was performed with 20 mL of gadolinium (Magnevist; Bayer Schering, Guangzhou, China) administered intravenously at 2–3 mL/s, which was followed by a 20-mL saline solution flush. Dynamic enhancement was performed at 16 s (early hepatic arterial phase), 30 s (hepatic arterial phase), 60 s (venous phase), and 120 s (delayed phase) after the injection.

**MRI interpretation**

Two observers with at least 5 years of experience in abdominal MR images independently reviewed all MR images and were blinded to clinical data and outcomes. The severity of AP was graded according to the MRSI, EPIM, and MMRSI, all which were derived from the CT scoring system. AP was then graded as mild (0–3 points), moderate (4–6 points), or severe (7–10 points) (17,21) according to the MRSI or MMRSI. Although there is no research about MMRSI, in fact, in the contrast to the CT severity index (CTSI), the modified CTSI includes extrapancreatic complications in the assessment, which simplifies the evaluation of the extent of pancreatic parenchymal necrosis (none, ≤30%, or >30%) and peripancreatic inflammation (presence or absence of peripancreatic fluid). Moreover, extrapancreatic inflammation is a good indicator for evaluating the severity of AP, and the most common indicator is extrapancreatic inflammation on CT (EPIC) or...
EPIM (7,22). Hence, in 2004, MCTSI, which was alleged to be superior to the CTSI for assessing the severity of AP, was recommended for use in clinical practice (12,13,17).

**APACHE II score and clinical parameters**

Medical records were reviewed, with the length of hospital stay and the incidence of SIRS or organ failure being extracted from the electronic file system. In order to ensure consistency of timing with the image data, all indicators at the worst value in the APACHE II scoring system were recorded objectively within the first 3 days of hospitalization. An APACHE II score of 8 was used as the cutoff point for differentiating predicted mild AP (0–7 points) from predicted severe AP (≥8 points) (23). Three organ systems were assessed: respiratory, cardiovascular, and renal. Organ failure was defined according to the 2012 Revised Atlanta Classification of AP and as a score of 2 or more for 1 of the 3 organ systems using the modified Marshall scoring system. In the 2012 Revised Atlanta Classification of AP (24), the presence of organ failure is a critical indicator of AP severity. Transient or persistent organ failure is important for differentiating the degrees of AP severity and their classification.

**Construction of new groups**

AP can be graded as the mild (subgroups A1, A1*) and the moderate and severe (subgroups A2, A2*) according to the MRSI or MMRSI, and was graded as the mild (subgroup B1) and the severe (subgroup B2) according to the APACHE II scoring system. In this study, we devised a novel grouping method based on combining the radiologic and APACHE II scoring systems. Hence, our new groups included group 1 (A1B1), group 2 (A1B2), group 3 (A2B1), group 4 (A2B2), group 1* (A1*B1), group 2* (A1*B2), group 3* (A2*B1), and group 4* (A2*B2), as shown in Figure S2.

**Statistical analysis**

MRI data are expressed as the average of the two observers’ findings. Kappa statistic was used to assess the interrater reliability between the two reviewers. Continuous variables are presented as the mean or median. Bivariate variables were compared using independent samples t-tests, Mann-Whitney U tests, or Wilcoxon tests. Rank and categorical variables are presented as frequencies and percentages and were compared using the χ² test. The clinical and MRI variables were examined using multivariate logistic regression analyses and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. All statistical tests were calculated using SPSS v. 13.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). ROC analyses were performed using MedCalc v. 7.2.1.0 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium). A value of P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Patient characteristics**

The final study sample consisted of 363 patients with AP, 197 of them were male (54.27%) and 166 female (45.73%), with a mean age of 47.97±14.49 and 53.63±16.50 years, respectively. The etiology of AP included gallstones in 54.27% (197/363), hypertriglyceridemia in 22.87% (83/363), alcohol abuse in 8.0% (29/363), idiopathic causes in 6.33% (23/363), and other causes in 8.54% (31/363) of patients.

Of the 363 patients with AP, 306 patients (84.30%) had interstitial edematous pancreatitis and 57 patients (15.70%) had necrotizing pancreatitis. Of the 57 patients with necrotizing pancreatitis, 7.02% (4/57) had pancreatic necrosis alone, 38.60% (22/57) had extrapancreatic necrosis alone, and 54.39% (31/57) had combined necrosis according to the 2012 Revised Atlanta Classification proposed subtypes of necrotizing pancreatitis (Figure 1A-1D).

The interobserver agreement regarding the MRSI (k=0.89), MMRSI (k=0.91) and EPIM (k=0.83) were very good (all P<0.01). According to the MRSI, AP was graded as mild in 143 (39.40%), moderate in 213 (58.68%), and severe in 7 (1.93%) cases. For the MMRSI, AP was graded as mild in 54 (14.88%), moderate in 273 (75.21%), and severe in 36 (9.92%) cases. The EPIM score was 3.78±1.95, with a range of 1 to 7. AP was graded as mild in 301 (82.92%) and severe in 62 (17.08%) cases, according to the APACHE II scoring system.

**Comparison of clinical characteristics and incidence of severe pancreatitis and SIRS in the new grouping system**

Of the 363 patients with AP, group 1, group 2, group 3, and group 4 had 131 (36.09%), 12 (3.31%), 170 (46.83%), and 50 (13.77%) patients, respectively. Group 1*, group 2*, group 3*, and group 4* had 50 (13.77%), 4 (1.10%), 252 (69.42%), and 57 (15.70%) patients, respectively. Group
3 and group 3* were the largest groups in each of their respective categories. The clinical characteristics in the categories are shown in Table 2. The BISAP score and the length of hospital stay in the group 4 and group 4* (patients with a high MRI score and a high APACHE II score) were significantly higher than those of the other three groups (all \(P<0.05\)). The level of high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) was highest in group 4 and group 4*, but only some of the groups had statistically significant differences (group 1 vs. group 4, group 1* vs. group 4*, group 3* vs. group 4*). From group 1 (or group 1*) to group 4 (group 4*), the calcium level gradually decreased, but only some of the groups had statistically significant differences (group 1 vs. group 4, group 1* vs. group 4*). According to the 2012 Revised Atlanta Classification, the severity of AP was graded as mild in 115 (31.68%), moderately severe in 231 (63.64%), and severe in 17 (4.68%) cases. The prevalence of severe AP in group 4 and group 4* was significantly higher than that in the other three groups (Table 2 and Figure 2A,2B), as the same as the incidence of SIRS (all \(P<0.05\)).

Logistic regression models predicting the severity of AP according to the Revised Atlanta Classification

We built logistic regression models to predict severe AP by combining the MRI and clinical evaluation scoring systems. APACHE II and MRSI were combined and labeled as model 1a, APACHE II and MMRSI were combined and labeled as model 1b, and APACHE II and EPIM were combined and labeled as model 1c. Only model 1c was built successfully, and the regression equation was as follows:

\[
\text{logit}(y) = -8.601 + 0.417 \times \text{(APACHE II score)} + 0.528 \times \text{(EPIM score)}
\]

The odds ratio (OR) values of the APACHE II and EPIM were 1.518 [95% confidence interval (CI): 1.234–1.852] and 1.695 (95% CI: 1.112–2.582), respectively. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) for model 1c was 0.912 (95% CI: 0.844–0.980), higher than that of the above single parameters (Figure 3). The AUC for MRSI, MMRSI, EPIM, and APACHE II were, respectively, 0.715, 0.694,
0.836, and 0.896. Compared to the single parameter, there were significant differences between model 1c and MRSI/MMRSI, but not for EPIM and APACHE II.

Comparison of the occurrence of SIRS complications and logistic regression modelling predictions of SIRS complications

SIRS occurred in 144 (39.67%) patients. The occurrence of SIRS was as high as 88.00% (44/50) in group 4, which was similar to the result in group 4* (Table 2 and Figure 4A,4B). The logistic regression models were built as described previously. APACHE II and MRSI were combined and labeled as model 2a, APACHE II and MMRSI were combined and labeled as model 2b, and APACHE II and EPIM were combined and labeled as model 2c. All models were built successfully, and all the regression coefficient-related image parameters were higher than those of the APACHE II parameters (2a: 0.468 vs. 0.320; 2b: 0.388 vs. 0.318; 2c: 0.414 vs. 0.294) in these regression equations. The AUC of model 2c was the highest than these single parameters (AUC =0.806; P<0.05), but there were no significant differences between these models (Tables 3,4 and Figure 5).

Discussion

In this study, we found that the combination of the MRI
and APACHE II scoring systems to assess the severity of AP was feasible and more precise than the other scoring systems. The group 4 and group 4* participants sustained more clinically severe pancreatitis, which manifest as high MRSI (or MMRSI) and high APACHE II scores, and they were more likely to develop SIRS and have a longer hospital stay. To our knowledge, we are the first to develop a new model of combined MR scoring systems and clinical scoring systems. We found that all of the models achieved significantly high accuracy in the early prediction of AP severity compared to those models relying on only selected single scoring system. Moreover, the imaging scoring system had a more important role than the clinical scoring system. Hence, our models have the potential to support the early prediction of AP severity and to identify patients for whom close management or aggressive interventions can be considered.

The MRI and the APACHE-II scoring systems were recruited as major indicators in our study for the following reasons. Firstly, as is widely known, CT is a commonly used tool, but, compared to CT, MRI has been shown to be superior due to its superior tissue contrast resolution, especially for verifying the spread of extrapancreatic inflammation (10,11,25). So, MRI can detect mild alterations or mild AP that may be overlooked on CT. Secondly, MRI is safe and without radiation. Thirdly, the MRI scoring system can provide MRSI, EPIM, and MMRSI scores, which can better evaluate extrapancreatic necrosis and extrapancreatic inflammation. Finally, the application of the clinical values of the APACHE-II scores in the early prediction of AP severity has been well documented. Although the BISAP is convenient for a quick assessment, we did not include it in our models due to its relatively low sensitivity rate. The APACHE II scoring system was used...
Figure 4 Distribution of the occurrence of SIRS complications in the newly defined groups. This shows that the prevalence of SIRS in group 4 (A) and group 4* (B) was the highest. SIRS, systemic inflammatory response syndrome; N, number; AP, acute pancreatitis.

Table 3 Logistic regression models predicting SIRS complications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>OR' (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>( \text{Logit}(y) = -3.745 + 0.320 \times (\text{APACHE II score}) + 0.468 \times (\text{MRSI score}) )</td>
<td>1.377 (1.245–1.532)</td>
<td>1.597 (1.271–2.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>( \text{Logit}(y) = -4.097 + 0.318 \times (\text{APACHE II score}) + 0.388 \times (\text{MMRSI score}) )</td>
<td>1.375 (1.242–1.522)</td>
<td>1.473 (1.256–1.728)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>( \text{Logit}(y) = -3.583 + 0.294 \times (\text{APACHE II score}) + 0.414 \times (\text{EPIM score}) )</td>
<td>1.342 (1.210–1.488)</td>
<td>1.513 (1.317–1.738)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OR and OR' represented respectively Apache II score-related and image-related (MRSI, MMRSI, EPIM) parameters. SIRS, systemic inflammatory response syndrome; APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; MRSI, magnetic resonance severity index; MMRSI, modified magnetic resonance severity index; EPIM, extrapancreatic inflammation on magnetic resonance; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Table 4 Comparison of these models and signal parameter in predicting SIRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter/model</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Cutoff</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRSI</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.648 to 0.745</td>
<td>&gt;3</td>
<td>81.94</td>
<td>53.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRSI</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.651 to 0.748</td>
<td>&gt;4</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>52.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPIM</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.708 to 0.799</td>
<td>&gt;3</td>
<td>74.31</td>
<td>65.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APACHE II</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.700 to 0.791</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>59.72</td>
<td>76.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.742 to 0.829</td>
<td>&gt;0.4262</td>
<td>70.14</td>
<td>74.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.753 to 0.838</td>
<td>&gt;0.3458</td>
<td>79.86</td>
<td>69.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.761 to 0.845</td>
<td>&gt;0.3428</td>
<td>77.78</td>
<td>69.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SIRS, systemic inflammatory response syndrome; MRSI, magnetic resonance severity index; MMRSI, modified magnetic resonance severity index; APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; EPIM, extrapancreatic inflammation on magnetic resonance; AUC, area under the ROC curve; ROC, receiver operating characteristic; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
to gauge the physiologic response to the inflammatory cascade in AP, which was related to systemic complications, whereas image parameters could assess the morphologic alteration that reflected local complications. Although the process of gauging the APACHE II score was relatively cumbersome, the APACHE II score has been shown to be a proven predictor of severe AP in the early stage and has been widely used (19).

The CRP and calcium levels are related to the progression of SAP (26), with hs-CRP levels being shown to increase nonspecifically in the event of inflammation in the body (27). In our new groups, patients in group 4 and group 4* with clinically relevant indicators all showed more severe AP, such as higher BISAP and hs-CRP and lower serum calcium level, and these patients were more likely to develop SIRS and have a longer hospital stay. Indeed, it was clinically obvious that these patients had poor local and systemic conditions. We have proposed a method by which clinicians can more accurately ascertain a patient’s condition in the early stages of AP. These models we designed were not only successful, but also more accurate than the other models. The performance of model 1c, which was derived from the combination of APACHE II and EPIM scores, for evaluating the severity of AP, was good, with an AUC of 0.912 (95% CI: 0.844–0.980), higher than any single parameter. In all the models used for predicting SIRS complications, the performance of model 2c, which was derived from the combination of APACHE II and EPIM scores, was the highest, with an AUC of 0.806 (95% CI: 0.761–0.845). The reasons for the success of our scoring system may be that the appearance of extrapancreatic inflammation is more pronounced than are the morphological changes of the pancreas itself in the early stage of AP. Our previous research has also confirmed this point demonstrating the EPIM score to be more helpful in evaluating the severity of AP than either the MRSI and MMRSI in the early stage of AP (7,20). Another possible reason may be that MRI is more sensitive than is CT in detecting slight changes of mild inflammation and effusion (28,29).

Furthermore, as we know, a value of OR >1 represents a risk factor. It was worth noting that all OR values in this study were greater than 1, and the related image parameters were higher than those of the corresponding APACHE II scores in all of the regression equations. This result reveals that the image parameters played an important role in the early prediction of AP severity and outcome, and were even superior to the clinical parameters, similar to the findings of a previous study (30). Thus, these results emphasize the importance of the associated image parameters, especially relating to peripancreatic changes, in the determination of AP prognosis.

There is much in the published literature concerning the use of these scoring systems in evaluating the severity of AP. We confirmed the value of the MRSI, MMRSI, EPIM, and APACHE II scoring systems for predicting outcomes in AP patients, and our findings are in line with previous research (16,20,31). The main strength or innovation of this study is that we constructed a new model of the early prediction of AP of using MR and APACHE II scoring systems and used the model to evaluate the severity of AP in its early stage. This is not only an innovation of a method, but also an important instantiation of multidisciplinary cooperation in disease diagnosis and treatment. The main limitation of our study is that this study was retrospective and some clinical parameters were incomplete, which might have caused some patients to have become lost from the study, thus influencing the results. Another limitation was the lack of validation of these models; hence, we plan to conduct a further prospective study with a larger sample size.

In conclusion, the newly constructed models for the early prediction of the outcome of AP using the MRI and APACHE II scoring systems proved viable, and the
model using the EPIM and APACHE II scoring systems worked best. These new models would be helpful for clinicians in evaluating the conditions of AP patients more comprehensively and formulating informed diagnoses and treatment plans.
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Figure S1  Data partition approach. Group 1, group 2, group 3, and group 4 were derived from MRSI and APACHE II Scoring system (A). Group 1*, group 2*, group 3*, and group 4* were derived from MMRSI and APACHE II Scoring system (B). MRSI, magnetic resonance severity index; APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; MMRSI, modified magnetic resonance severity index.
Figure S2 Flow diagram. AP, acute pancreatitis; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.